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ZTT launched the fiber optic cable for FTTx application 
 

 

 

ZTT recently launched 

its latest model of fiber 

optic cable for Fiber to 

the Home (FTTH) 

application. The 

product was in-house 

tested and 

manufactured as to 

meet today’s demand 

in the FTTx market. It 

is the first Chinese 

optical cable 

manufacturer release the FTTx type fiber optic cable to the market. 

 

The new design of optical cable sheathed with PE jacket which good for fiber protection in house environment. 

Furthermore, the cable is located 2 strength member in order to increase it tensile strength. Both FRP or Steel wire would 

be a choice in this type of cable design. Fiber counts ranged from 1c Singlmode to 12c singlemode which is ideal for the 

connection between household and the distribution box of the service operators.  

 

In addition, ZTT also introduced its latest released Optical Fiber for FTTx market. The new ZFOC R15 optical fiber is a 

245um diameter standard size optical fiber. Its bending radius has a great improvement to reach 15mm min. Such property 

of this ZFOC R15 fiber is prefect for FTTx application where require low bending radius.  

 

 

-- END -- 



 
 

Zhongtian Technologies Co. Ltd (ZTT), (SSE code: 600522) a leading corporation in fiber optic industry develops, designs, manufactures, 

supplies and distributes optical fiber, optical cable for indoor, outside plant, underground, aerial, non-metallic, self support, optical fiber ground wire 

as well as networking & splicing closures. Public listed in Stock Exchange in Shanghai and currently operating more than 6 manufacturing facilities 

in different site in China 

 

ZT Optics, the worldwide business unit for telecommunication system solution of ZTT locates in Hong Kong. With its strategic strength on 

established financial systems, well developed business environment as well as leading position in Asia, it brings ZT unlimited opportunities to go 

international market.  

 


